
FAASTeam presents:

Emergency situations



Emergency situations are usually a surprise, but
thinking through what could happen ahead of
time is a good way to be prepared and minimize
the startle effect. This session will include quiz
question that highlight some emergency causes
and situations, an outline of various emergency
situations, and a group discussion of how to
prepare for, prevent, and deal with emergencies,
including:Engine failure (takeoff and cruise,
including partial power failures and carburetor
icing)Fuel exhaustion: the risks of running one
tank dry, the high number of fuel-exhaustion
accidentsVFR into IMC: the importance of
switching to flying on instruments when
encountering IMCElectrical failure: subtle and
hard-to-detect failures and suitable backup
systemsSystems failures: the importance of
learning and understanding how the aircraft
systems workEmergency locator transmitter
changes: should you switch to a 406 MHz
ELT?Emergency equipment: backup instruments,
satellite communicators, cellphone satellite SOS
messaging
Directions: Fly It Academy Hangar classroom 
NOTE: Before attending any seminar, please review and
abide by current CDC, State, and Local health guidelines.
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A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Earn your WINGS to get a chance to win a prize. Go to www.wingsindustry.net

for more info.

Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/GASafety/

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


